WOULD LIKE TO INSPIRE

YOUR NAME HERE

GIRL’S NAME HERE

TO BE A LEADER
BARBIE CELEBRATES THE NEXT GENERATION OF LEADERS...GIRLS!

WHAT LEADERS DO

✓ Speak up
✓ Take a stand for what they think is right
✓ Listen to others and use their best judgment
✓ Be a voice for others

WRITE YOUR SPEECH

My name is ________________________, I am ______ years old. I believe in ________________________ and ________________________.

When I become President, I pledge to ________________________.

I would like to thank ________________________ for their support.

CIRCLE THE WORDS THAT DESCRIBE YOU AS A LEADER

Brave  Creative  Humble  Loyal
Caring  Fearless  Inspiring  Passionate
Courageous  Honest  Kind  Respectful

VOTE FOR

Write your name on the line. Then ask an adult to help you cut out your badge. Good luck taking the stage!
WHO ARE LEADERS IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?

Hi future leaders! Can you find all the hidden words in the puzzle?

A I F M M U Z X F O K T S E R
H N A L P S A J U D G E Z R B
G O S L R D C R Z C R P T K R
O W Q F E C P S I A A T D Y P
Z U R P S E N A T O R Q I R U
K V O L I Y R W D K M A W G F
L E N P D S I L C Q P T Q I N
V R Z Q E A L A V U E X I K O
H N U L N S B Z R E F B G O L
D M T U T G X F O Z R E C S T
R U Y E B Z G O I D R U O Y B
Q T P J K L D R L C Q I A O L
R E E Z A P I L O T J Q C C K
L A S D A H C D W A V Z H R N
S C Z M S N A E I L P L E Q T
F H D N C R M A Y O R X N S G
A E Q K A N O I L P A I B V J
P R L Z U V T Z Q Y U A E T N
J H E S W R P R I N C I P A L
N F I R E F I G H T E R Z N O

President
Senator
Mayor
Coach
Teacher
Pilot
Principal
Judge
Firefighter
HELP BARBIE® GET TO THE WHITE HOUSE

BARBIE IS RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT! COLOR HER IN BELOW.

DRAW YOURSELF AS A LEADER

What would you do if you were President?
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